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type C Niemann–Pick disease 45
tyrosine hydroxylase 154

Uhthoff’s related fatigue 93
unspecified parasomnias 115
upper airway negative pressure reflex 52
upper airway resistance syndrome (UARS) 51
urinary tract infection (UTI) 115
uvula 66
uvulopalatopharyngoplasty (UPPP) 61, 72, 73–4

valerian root 109
valproate 129

vascular dementia 57, 63
venlafaxine 48
verapamil 130
video monitoring
  home, use of 117
  in polysomnography 119
violence 112–13
vitamin deficiencies 15
vital signs measurement 18

wake after sleep onset (WASO) 59, 91
weight gain 17
wheezing 19
work-hour regulation in medical field 147–8
worry 106
worry questionnaire 106

Z drugs 106–7
zaleplon 106, 107
zolpidem 13, 16, 106, 62, 115, 121